2022 DISTINCTIVE SELECTIONS

The Complete Guide

Grow Beautifully

MONROVIA®

Since 1926
Part of the allure in gardening is discovering new plants, and marveling at surprises of texture, form, and color that fill our senses with wonder. Yet at Monrovia, we grow such a diversity of plants for every region that it’s impossible to focus only on what’s new. We believe the true appeal of gardening is mixing what’s new with time-tested favorites, and painting your landscape with a palette all your own.

Our Distinctive Selections plants represent the very best of what we seek to offer gardeners: these are exclusive plants with superior genetics that we deem the strongest performers. Since 1926, we have been selecting and growing plants carefully, choosing only to grow the strongest varieties. Better plants bloom longer, provide increased disease resistance, and simply fit better in today’s landscapes. We partner with breeders around the world to bring these new and distinctively better varieties to North America, trialing and growing them in our nurseries across the country. Only the top-performing plants are then introduced to garden centers. Each year we choose the best performing, most beautiful plants to be designated as Distinctive Selections. These perennials, shrubs, and trees are true showstoppers. This guide will take you through these special selections, offering a look at the colors, forms, and landscape solutions that will be on trend for 2022 and beyond. As you plan your gardening for this year, please keep our plants in mind. We hope you’ll use Monrovia.com as your resource for inspiring design ideas, plant care tips, and new plant knowledge. Thank you for choosing Monrovia plants to make your world more beautiful.

KATIE TAMONY
CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER
MONROVIA
SunBelievable™ Sunflowers

This sunflower is unlike any you have seen before. One plant produces 1,000 blooms!

Blooms continuously spring to first frost
Sterile, so it has more energy for more flowers

Great alternate to mums in autumn
Attracts bees and other pollinators
Holds up in hot, dry weather

**UNIQUE SUNFLOWER**
SunBelievable™ Brown Eyed Girl Helianthus
*Helianthus x annuus* ‘TMSNBEV01’ PP #31,423
Compact habit to 32” tall and 40” wide. Full sun
SKU #43002

**SUNNY YELLOW BLOOMS**
SunBelievable™ Golden Girl Helianthus
*Helianthus x annuus* ‘TMSNBEV16/1’ PPAF
Compact habit to 32” tall and 40” wide. Full sun
SKU #43085

ZONE: ALL
DISTINCTIVE PERENNIALS

GET TEXTURE, FORM, AND A CALCULATED SEQUENCE OF COLORFUL BLOOMS IN THE LANDSCAPE.

MONROVIA
Grow Beautifully

E V O L U T I O N ™ C O L O R I F I C ™ C O N E F L O W E R
Evolution™ Coneflower Series

BIGGER BLOOMS AND A TIDIER HABIT MAKE THESE NEW CONEFLOWERS IDEAL FOR POTS, BEDS, AND BORDERS.

Lush foliage and sturdy, upright stems create a beautiful backdrop for other perennials
Cutting garden essential and pollinator favorite

Easy-to-grow perennials bring bright color late spring through autumn
Sails through summer’s heat and drought
Available in five colorful varieties

CHARMING COLOR VARIATIONS
EVOLUTION™ COLORIFIC™ CONEFLOWER
Echinacea 'Balevoeen' PP #30,998
Green-eyed flowers that mature to multiple shades of pink. 20” tall, 18” wide. Full sun
SKU #41360
ZONE: 4-9

EVOLUTION™ FIESTA CONEFLOWER
Echinacea 'Balevoesta' PP #31,029
Coral-pink flowers fade to softer shades, for a two-tone look. 20” tall, 18” wide. Full sun
SKU #41359
ZONE: 4-9

EVOLUTION™ EMBERS™ FEVER CONEFLOWER
Echinacea 'TNECHEF' PPAF
Eye-catching rich red flowers are fabulous for cutting. 20” tall, 18” wide. Full sun
SKU #42874
ZONE: 4-9

EVOLUTION™ YELLOW FALLS CONEFLOWER
Echinacea 'Balevoelf' PP #31,064
Bright, golden-yellow flowers appear nonstop through summer. 20” tall, 18” wide. Full sun
SKU #41362
ZONE: 4-9

EVOLUTION™ EMBERS™ SPARKS CONEFLOWER
Echinacea 'TNECHES' PPAF
Lemon-yellow flowers with elegantly reflexed petals. 20” tall, 18” wide. Full sun
SKU #42875
ZONE: 4-9

GLOWING COLOR
EVOLUTION™ EMBERS™ FEVER CONEFLOWER
Echinacea 'TNECHEF' PPAF
Eye-catching rich red flowers are fabulous for cutting. 20” tall, 18” wide. Full sun
SKU #42874
ZONE: 4-9

LOVELY RELAXED PETALS
EVOLUTION™ EMBERS™ SPARKS CONEFLOWER
Echinacea 'TNECHES' PPAF
Lemon-yellow flowers with elegantly reflexed petals. 20” tall, 18” wide. Full sun
SKU #42875
ZONE: 4-9

ATTRACTS POLLINATORS
EVOLUTION™ FIESTA CONEFLOWER
Echinacea 'Balevoesta' PP #31,029
Coral-pink flowers fade to softer shades, for a two-tone look. 20” tall, 18” wide. Full sun
SKU #41359
ZONE: 4-9

LONG BLOOMING
EVOLUTION™ YELLLOW FALLS CONEFLOWER
Echinacea 'Balevoelf' PP #31,064
Bright, golden-yellow flowers appear nonstop through summer. 20” tall, 18” wide. Full sun
SKU #41362
ZONE: 4-9

Lush foliage and sturdy, upright stems create a beautiful backdrop for other perennials
Cutting garden essential and pollinator favorite

Easy-to-grow perennials bring bright color late spring through autumn
Sails through summer’s heat and drought
Available in five colorful varieties
Skye™ Rebloom Daylilies

These improved varieties provide waves of summer blooms and can be tucked into nearly any garden to add reliable summer color.

Compact size fits any garden
Reblooms throughout the summer
Tolerates a range of soils
A perennial garden classic

Available in five gorgeous colors
Versatile and fuss-free
Blooms just above the foliage
Beautiful ruffled edges

Dramatic Contrast
Stormy Skye™ Daylily
Hemerocallis x ‘MON7035’ PPAF
A romantic color combination of burgundy, pink, and yellow. 18” tall and wide. Full sun
SKU #444427
ZONE: 4-11

A Bold Statement
Blazing Skye™ Daylily
Hemerocallis x ‘MON7082’ PPAF
Distinctive burgundy edges create dramatic contrast. 18” tall and wide. Full sun
SKU #444425
ZONE: 4-11

Giant Blooms
Titan Skye™ Daylily
Hemerocallis x ‘MON7091’ PPAF
This tetraploid variety has massive blooms. 18” tall and wide. Full sun
SKU #444428
ZONE: 4-11

Sunny Color
Saffron Skye™ Daylily
Hemerocallis x ‘MON9010’ PPAF
Masses of sunny, pure yellow blooms. 18” tall and wide. Full sun
SKU #444426
ZONE: 4-11

Ruffled Elegance
Radiant Skye™ Daylily
Hemerocallis x ‘MON9146’ PPAF
Boasts a beautiful, distinctive ring of burgundy. 18” tall and wide. Full sun
SKU #444429
ZONE: 4-11
Sirens’ Song™ Heuchera

THESE BEAUTIFUL HEUCHERA FEATURE NOT ONLY COLORFUL FOLIAGE, BUT SHOWY FLOWERS, TOO.

Saturated, ruffled foliage forms dense mounds
Flowers bloom on shorter stalks for a tidier habit

Four beautiful colors that add contrast in shady gardens
Perfect for tucking into empty spaces

BOLD FOLIAGE
SIRENS’ SONG™ DARK N’ BRIGHT HEUCHERA
Heuchera ‘TNHEUSSDB’ PPAF
18” tall, 15” wide. Partial shade to partial sun
SKU #42867 ZONE: 4-9

DARK, DRAMATIC COLOR
SIRENS’ SONG™ DARK NIGHT HEUCHERA
Heuchera ‘TNHEUSSDN’ PPAF
18” tall, 15” wide. Partial shade to partial sun
SKU #42866 ZONE: 4-9

COLOR FOR SHADE
SIRENS’ SONG™ ORANGE DELIGHT HEUCHERA
Heuchera ‘TNHEUSSOD’ PPAF
18” tall, 15” wide. Partial shade to partial sun
SKU #42869 ZONE: 4-9

BRIGHTEN UP SHADE
SIRENS’ SONG™ SPICY LIME HEUCHERELLA
Heucherella ‘TNHERSL’ PP #30,563
12” tall and wide. Partial shade to partial sun
SKU #42870 ZONE: 4-9
Evolution™ Sedum

THESE MOUNDING SEDUMS ARE THE PERFECT WATERWISE ADDITION TO PERENNIAL BORDERS.

| Bred for vigorous branching that will not fall open | Perfectly adapted for heat and drought |
| Form dense mounds of colorful foliage | Excellent in well drained soil or containers |

**DRAMATICALLY DARK**
Evolution™ Chocolate Fountain Sedum
Sedum 'TNSEDECF' PPAF
15” tall and wide. Partial to full sun. Evergreen in mild winter regions.
SKU #42876
ZONE: 4-9

**LOVED BY POLLINATORS**
Evolution™ Emerald Ice Sedum
Sedum 'TNSEDEEI' PPAF
15” tall and wide. Partial to full sun. Evergreen in mild winter regions.
SKU #42881
ZONE: 4-9

**SUMMER COLOR**
Evolution™ Purple Crush Sedum
Sedum 'TNSEDEPC' PPAF
15” tall and wide. Partial to full sun. Evergreen in mild winter regions.
SKU #42877
ZONE: 4-9
**UNIQUE AND COLORFUL**

**COLORBURST™ CAPE FUCHSIA SERIES**

**Phygelius**

Showy clusters of dangling, tubular, fuchsia-like flowers from midsummer to fall. May remain evergreen in mild-winter areas. 3' tall, 2' wide. Partial sun.

ZONE: 6-10

**COLORBURST™ DEEP RED CAPE FUCHSIA**

**Phygelius** 'TNPHYCDR' PPAF

Bold red flowers attract scores of pollinators!

SKU #43419

**COLORBURST™ ORANGE CAPE FUCHSIA**

**Phygelius** 'TNPHYCO' PPAF

Coral-orange flowers appear all summer. (Shown above)

SKU #42884

**COLORBURST™ ROSE CAPE FUCHSIA**

**Phygelius** 'TNPHYCRO' PPAF

Pink-purple flowers add elegance to the garden!

SKU #42882

**COLORBURST™ YELLOW CAPE FUCHSIA**

**Phygelius** 'TNPHYCY' PPAF

Lemon-yellow flowers add a fresh look to the garden!

SKU #42882

---

**POLLINATOR FAVORITES**

**HARLEQUIN™ BEARDTONGUE SERIES**

**Penstemon**

Bushy, compact habit and upright flower spikes even in poor, dry soils and full sun; perfect for Western gardens. Disease resistant. 22" tall, 16" wide. Full sun.

ZONE: 5-9

**HARLEQUIN™ MAGENTA BEARDTONGUE**

Penstemon 'TNPENHM' PPAF

Magenta-red flowers over a long season.

SKU #43415

**HARLEQUIN™ PINK BEARDTONGUE**

Penstemon 'TNPENHP' PPAF

Two-tone pink flowers add elegance to the garden.

SKU #43416

**HARLEQUIN™ PURPLE BEARDTONGUE**

Penstemon 'TNPENHPU' PPAF

Bees, butterflies, and hummingbirds love the purple flowers.

SKU #43417

**HARLEQUIN™ RED BEARDTONGUE**

Penstemon 'TNPENHR' PPAF

These flowers are hummingbird magnets! (Shown above)

SKU #43418

---

**SEASON-LONG BLOOMS**

**SUNSTAR™ COREOPSIS SERIES**

**Coreopsis**

This new collection features vivid blooms from late spring nonstop through summer. Mildew resistant foliage remains attractive when others suffer. Perfect for adding cottage charm. 24" tall, 30" wide. Full sun.

ZONE: 4-10

**SUNSTAR™ GOLD COREOPSIS**

**Coreopsis verticillata** 'TNCORSG' PP #30,997

A spectacular number of golden-yellow blooms feature a prominent red center. (Shown above.)

SKU #42888

**SUNSTAR™ ORANGE COREOPSIS**

**Coreopsis verticillata** 'TNCORSO' PPAF

Yellow-orange flowers with a feathery deep-red eye are the perfect color for summer.

SKU #42889

**SUNSTAR™ ROSE COREOPSIS**

**Coreopsis verticillata** 'TNCORSR' PP #30,996

Creamy white flowers with pink centers sit above dense, dark threadleaf foliage.

SKU #42887

---

**ORNATE AND EYE-CATCHING**

**CORAL GLOW TEXAS YUCCA**

**Hesperaloe parviflora** 'Coral Glow' PP #29,626


SKU #42007

ZONE: 5-9

**DOUBLE COLOR**

**LEMON PUFF™ SHASTA DAISY**

**Leucanthemum** 'TNLEUKC' PP #31,455

Double flowers with lemony petals and golden centers. Incredible flower power for containers, beds, and borders. 18" tall and wide. Full sun.

SKU #42879

ZONE: 4-9

**COMPACT CLASSIC**

**SHORTSTOP™ SHASTA DAISY**

**Leucanthemum** 'TNLEUS' PP #31,456

Classic daisy flowers on a compact plant with a tight, low habit. Bright white petals with a rich yellow center. 15" tall and wide. Full sun.

SKU #42880

ZONE: 4-9
What We Look For in Distinctive Selections

Every year Monrovia Craftsmen test hundreds of different plant varieties. These rigorous trials take place at our four nurseries in California, Oregon, Connecticut, and Georgia, as well as other trial locations across the country. To be chosen as one of our Distinctive Selections, a plant needs to be exceptional, not just beautiful. Each Distinctive Selections plant gives you the opportunity to Grow Confidently, Responsibly, and Beautifully.

GROW CONFIDENTLY
We know the number one concern you probably have is success: will this plant thrive in my landscape? We believe that choosing the best varieties to grow is the first step to ensuring greater success in the garden. We select plants that grow stronger, healthier, and more beautifully from the start. We nurture those plants in a customized soil mix that helps develop a strong root system. This results in stronger plants that will hold up better to varying conditions.

GROW RESPONSIBLY
Increasingly, gardeners tell us that they want to feel like they’re connecting to nature, helping nature succeed. Maybe you want to attract pollinators or support butterflies and birds. You may be interested in waterwise plants, or in plants that offer more than one benefit, or can transition from outdoors to indoors as seasons change. You also want to choose the right plant for the right place. When you choose a Monrovia plant, you know that it has been grown in harmony with nature and is meant to thrive in your region.

GROW BEAUTIFULLY
Many gardeners are looking for plants that stay compact, yet still provide a big impact in the landscape. We carefully select plants for all types of landscapes, allowing homeowners to connect with nature in a way that beautifies and personalizes their space. Our Distinctive Selections bloom bigger, longer, and provide more beauty in the landscape. Our wide selection ensures that you will find the perfect plant for your need.
DAN HINKLEY COLLECTION

A PLANT HUNTER’S DISCERNING EYE BRINGS RARE FINDS AND AN UNCOMMON TOUCH TO THE GARDEN.

MONROVIA®
Grow Beautifully

JURASSIC™ PTERODACTYL EARED LADY FERN
Tectonic ™ Begonias

FROM THE FORESTS OF INDIA, THESE BEGONIAS COLLECTED BY RENOWNED PLANTSMAN DAN HINKLEY EACH OFFER THEIR OWN UNIQUE LOOK, ADDING INTEREST TO SHADY SPOTS.

Great in containers or in beds
Excellent indoor plants
Mix and match for a fantastic display

Graphic, stunning foliage
Uncommon species are a must for collectors
Unlike any other on the market

**BOLD STATEMENT**
TECTONIC™ CALDERA BEGONIA
*Begonia stillentensis* 'DJHAP18072’ PPAF
Enormous in its native range in India, with leaves up to two feet wide! An impressive specimen where hardy. Smaller in containers. 6’ tall and wide in the landscape. Partial shade
SKU #43738 ZONE: 8-11

**UNIQUE SPECIMEN**
TECTONIC™ MAGMA BEGONIA
*Begonia sp.* ‘DJHAP18003’
From the forests of Northeastern India. Big, dark green leaves show peeks of their burgundy undersides and stems. Adds bold texture to any lightly shaded setting. 18” tall and wide. Full to partial shade
SKU #44384 ZONE: 8-11

**GREAT IN CONTAINERS**
TECTONIC™ ASTEROID BEGONIA
*Begonia sp.* ‘DJHAP18066’
Collected in Northeastern India. Deep green leaves have a silvery halo and burgundy undersides. Great in containers, indoors or out. 18” tall and wide. Full to partial shade
SKU #44385 ZONE: 8-11

**STUNNER IN SHADE**
TECTONIC™ ERUPTION BEGONIA
*Begonia sp.* ‘DJHAP18072’
Deeply cut, emerald leaves have lightly bronzed undersides. A unique addition to lightly shaded gardens or containers. A selection from Northeastern India. 18” tall and wide. Full to partial shade
SKU #44386 ZONE: 8-11

**DYNAMIC TEXTURE**
TECTONIC™ PANGEA BEGONIA
*Begonia sp.* ‘DJHAP18090’
Shiny, dark and lime-green leaves appear to shimmer. Wonderful texture, especially paired with ferns. Also suitable as a houseplant. From Northeastern India. 18” tall and wide. Full to partial shade
SKU #44380 ZONE: 8-11

**FANTASTIC FOLIAGE**
TECTONIC™ SHANGRI-LA™ BEGONIA
*Begonia circumlobata* ‘MontShayne’
From the mountains of China. Dark red stems support dark olive-green foliage with brick red undersides. Excellent for shady containers, or as a houseplant. 18” tall and wide. Full to partial shade
SKU #42323 ZONE: 8-11
Jurassic ™ Fern Collection

COLLECTED AROUND ASIA BY DAN HINKLEY, EACH OF THESE UNIQUE FERNS IS A MUST-HAVE FOR PLANT COLLECTORS AND CASUAL GARDENERS ALIKE.

A variety for nearly any shady location
Provide excellent texture for woodland gardens
A variety of shapes and textures

Fabulous paired with shade plants with large foliage
Six unique species available
Creates a jungle feel in a shade garden

LOW WATER NEEDS
JURASSIC™ BRONTOSAURUS TONGUE FERN

Pyrrosia 'MONBRTS'
Growing on rocks under extreme drought conditions, this curiously beautiful species was collected in Hunan Province. Best on steep embankments, on rotting logs, or as a container plant. 1' tall and wide, spreading wider over time. Partial shade to partial sun. Evergreen SKU #41938 ZONE: 8-11

COLORFUL STEMS
JURASSIC™ PTERODACTYL EARED LADY FERN

Athyrium otophorum
Add airy, feathery texture to a shady spot with the arching fronds of this clump-forming fern. Pale green fronds unfurl from red stems, creating a two-toned look with the older, dark-green foliage. 18" tall and wide. Full to partial shade SKU #41367 ZONE: 6-9

BOLD TEXTURE
JURASSIC™ STEGOSAURUS HOLLY FERN

Cyrtomium fortunei 'MONSTGO'
Grown from spore collected in Hubei Province at 6,000 feet, this hardy fern provides bold texture with holly-like fronds and large leaflets. Perfect for a woodland planting or a container on a shaded terrace. 2' tall and wide. Full shade to filtered sun. Evergreen SKU #41777 ZONE: 6-9

UPRIGHT ACCENT
JURASSIC™ T-REX WOOD FERN

Dryopteris tokyoensis
Fronds ranging from dark to light green form a strikingly vertical clump for a bold statement in a shaded garden. Rarely seen in North America, hailing from the woodlands of Asia from Honshu to Korea. Slow growing; 3' tall and wide. Full to partial shade SKU #41369 ZONE: 5-8

UNIQUE FOLIAGE
JURASSIC™ TRICERATOPS FINGER FERN

Pyrrosia polydactyla 'MONTRCT'
Forms mounds of leathery foliage. In Taiwan, it is often found growing on mass-covered rocky surfaces and will shrivel during dry conditions, resurrecting after rains. Stays lush when provided summer moisture. 2' tall, 3’ wide. Partial shade to full sun. Evergreen SKU #09496 ZONE: 7-11

FINE TEXTURE
JURASSIC™ VELOCIRAPTOR RIBBON FERN

Pteris cretica
From high elevations of the Hubei Province of China; a hardier selection than typical. Forms a burly, compact clump in the garden. Also ideal for a container or even in the home in bright, indirect light. 18" tall and wide. Full shade to filtered sun. Evergreen SKU #41790 ZONE: 7-9
GORGEOUS BLOOMS
PURPLE POTION® AGAPANTHUS
Agapanthus inapertus ‘HinGrkop’ PPAF
26” tall, 20” wide. Partial to full sun. Evergreen
SKU #41740  ZONE: 7-10

COLOR FOR SHADE
SUNNY DAZE® JAPANESE LAUREL
Aucuba japonica ‘MonHinsuru’
4’ tall and wide. Full shade to filtered sun. Evergreen
SKU #06334  ZONE: 8-10

GREAT INDOORS AND OUT
CAMOUFLAGE® VARIEGATED JAPANESE ARALIA
Fatsia japonica ‘Variegata’
6’ tall and wide. Full shade to partial sun. Evergreen
SKU #03303  ZONE: 7-10

DISTINCTIVE STEMS
GOLDFINGER™ HARDY SCHEFFLERA
Heptapleurum taiwaniens ‘Hingdfn’
15’ tall and wide. Partial shade to full sun. Evergreen
SKU #09552  ZONE: 7-10

DOUBLE DUTY TROPICAL
WINGED PHOENIX ™ HARDY SCHEFFLERA
Heptapleurum taiwaniens ‘Monhinschf’ PP #30,465
15’ tall and wide. Partial shade to full sun. Evergreen
SKU #09498  ZONE: 7-10

EXOTIC FRAGRANCE
HEAVENLY ASCENT ® HOLBOELLIA VINE
Holboellia brevipedicellata ‘HWJ1023’
Twining stems to 20’ tall, with support. Full sun. Evergreen
SKU #05638  ZONE: 8-10

UNIQUE FOLIAGE
PLUM PASSION® IMPROVED HYDRANGEA
Hydrangea aspera ‘Monpulsel’ PP #30,570
6’ tall and wide. Partial shade to filtered sun. Deciduous
SKU #09655  ZONE: 7-10

FRAGRANT BLOOMS
ASIAN ESSENCE® OSMANTHUS
Osmanthus delavayi x heterophylla
5’ tall, 4’ wide. Partial to full sun. Evergreen
SKU #09636  ZONE: 7-9

COLORFUL NEW LEAVES
ORANGENA ™ VACCINIUM
Vaccinium brevipedicellatum ‘HINOGV’
4’ tall and wide. Partial to full sun. Evergreen
SKU #43138  ZONE: 7-10
LUSH TROPICALS

TROPICALS TAKE A MORE-IS-MORE APPROACH TO COMBINING COLOR, FOLIAGE, AND TEXTURE.

MONROVIA®
Grow Beautifully
Jazzy Jewel® Tropical Hibiscus

This collection of shrubs adds beauty and a touch of the tropics to gardens everywhere.

Long-lasting flowers
Naturally well-branched plants for more blooms
Beautiful, long-flowering patio tropical in cooler climates

Improved resistance to pests and disease, including bacterial leaf spot
Ideal for landscapes or in containers
Glossy, deep green foliage

SENSATIONAL BLOOMS WITH HUES OF RED AND PINK
JAZZY JEWEL® RUBY HIBISCUS
Hibiscus rosa-sinensis '13008' PPAF
4’ tall and 5’ wide in the landscape. Full sun. Evergreen in frost-free areas
SKU #43644
ZONE: 9-11

STRIKING WHITE FLOWER WITH DEEP RED CENTER
JAZZY JEWEL® OPAL HIBISCUS
Hibiscus rosa-sinensis 'AH-51' PPAF
4’ tall and 5’ wide in the landscape. Full sun. Evergreen in frost-free areas
SKU #44458
ZONE: 9-11

GLOWING BLOSSOMS WITH A DEEP CRIMSON CENTER
JAZZY JEWEL® GOLD HIBISCUS
Hibiscus rosa-sinensis 'BH-03' PPAF
4’ tall and 5’ wide in the landscape. Full sun. Evergreen in frost-free areas
SKU #43645
ZONE: 9-11

BEAUTIFUL DEEP ORANGE-GOLD BLOOMS
JAZZY JEWEL® AMBER HIBISCUS
Hibiscus rosa-sinensis 'RH-05' PPAF
4’ tall and 5’ wide in the landscape. Full sun. Evergreen in frost-free areas
SKU #43646
ZONE: 9-11
### Sunvilla™ Mandevilla

**THESE VIGOROUS TROPICAL VINES HAVE SUPERIOR FLOWERING HABITS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Early flowers hold their color well</th>
<th>Dark green foliage will climb onto arbors if trained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wonderful seasonal color for containers and hanging baskets where not hardy</td>
<td>An abundance of blooms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**EXTRA LARGE RED BLOOMS**  
Sunvilla™ Giant Red Mandevilla  
*Mandevilla ‘MANZ0019’*  
Stems to 20’ long. Partial to full sun. Evergreen in frost-free areas.  
SKU #45045  
ZONE: 9-11

**EYE-catching vibrant pink**  
Sunvilla™ Pink Mandevilla  
*Mandevilla ‘MANZ0014’ PPAF*  
Stems to 20’ long. Partial to full sun. Evergreen in frost-free areas.  
SKU #44333  
ZONE: 9-11

**Deep red with a yellow throat**  
Sunvilla™ Red Mandevilla  
*Mandevilla ‘MANZ0018’ PPAF*  
Stems to 20’ long. Partial to full sun. Evergreen in frost-free areas.  
SKU #44338  
ZONE: 9-11

**Crisp, pure white**  
Sunvilla™ White Mandevilla  
*Mandevilla ‘MANZ0020’ PPAF*  
Stems to 20’ long. Partial to full sun. Evergreen in frost-free areas.  
SKU #44338  
ZONE: 9-11
FLOWERING SHRUBS

STYLE AND SUBSTANCE COMBINE WITH LOADS OF SEASONAL COLOR ON EASY-CARE SHRUBS.

MONROVIA®
Grow Beautifully
Seaside Serenade® Hydrangeas

TRULY NOTABLE IMPROVEMENTS MAKE THIS SUMMER-BLOOMING SHRUB EVEN BETTER FOR LANDSCAPES AND CONTAINER GARDENS.

Reliably rebloom throughout the season
Compact habit ideal for foundation plantings, container gardens, and more
Sturdier stems do not flop

Improved tolerance to heat, humidity, and wind
Flowers last longer in the garden and when cut

EXCEPTIONALLY HARDY
BAR HARBOR HYDRANGEA
Hydrangea arborescens ‘SMHAMWM’
PP #28,729
SKU #41079
ZONE: 3–8

CLASSIC AND BEAUTIFUL
CAPE COD HYDRANGEA
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘HMUPSI’
PP #28,974
SKU #40984
ZONE: 4–9

EYE-CATCHING BLOOMS
FIRE ISLAND HYDRANGEA
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘HORTFIRE’
PP #29,058
SKU #09662
ZONE: 4–9

PRETTY PINK
HAMPTONS HYDRANGEA
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘HORTHAMP’
PP #29,005
SKU #09663
ZONE: 4–9

SENSATIONAL COLOR
CAPE HATTERAS HYDRANGEA
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘HORTHAT’
PPAF
SKU #09665
ZONE: 4–9

SUPERB CUT FLOWER
CAPE LOOKOUT HYDRANGEA
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘HORTMABLO’
PP #30,268
SKU #41528
ZONE: 4–9

LONG-LASTING FLOWERS
NEWPORT HYDRANGEA
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘HORTMANI’
PP #28,085
SKU #42330
ZONE: 4–9

COMPACT, REBLOOMING
MARTHA’S VINEYARD HYDRANGEA
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘HORTMAVI’
PPAF
SKU #09668
ZONE: 4–9

REPEAT BLOOMER
OUTER BANKS HYDRANGEA
Hydrangea macrophylla ‘SMHMEPSILON’
PP #28,974
SKU #40985
ZONE: 4–9

DISCOVERED IN JAPAN
CAPE MAY HYDRANGEA
Hydrangea serrata ‘SMHSMAKF2MT’
PP #30,020
SKU #40987
ZONE: 4–9
Other Flowering Shrubs

DOUBLE THE BLOOMS
DOUBLE SHOT® SALMON
AZALEA
Rhododendron x ‘RLH1-10P18’
PP #24,493
Beautiful double blooms in spring and again in fall. 3’ tall and wide. Full shade to partial sun. Evergreen
SKU #42062 ZONE: 6-9

COMPACT BEAUTY
DOUBLE SHOT® LAVENDER
AZALEA
Rhododendron x ‘RLH1-12P0’
PP #24,467
This reblooming azalea is elegant and easy to care for. 3’ tall and wide. Full shade to partial sun. Evergreen
SKU #42099 ZONE: 6-9

GLOWING BLOOMS
DOUBLE SHOT® GRAPE
AZALEA
Rhododendron x ‘RLH1-14P14’
PP #24,751
Bright purple flowers on a compact plant. 3’ tall and wide. Full shade to partial sun. Evergreen
SKU #44203 ZONE: 6-9

EYE-CATCHING COLOR
DOUBLE SHOT® WATERMELON
AZALEA
Rhododendron x ‘RLH1-9P7’
PP #27,877
Enjoy electric-purple flowers twice a year. 3’ tall and wide. Full shade to partial sun. Evergreen
SKU #44201 ZONE: 6-9

COMPACT AND COLORFUL
SPARKLER® PURPLE PETITE
BUTTERFLY BUSH
Buddleja ‘2080’ PPAF
Selected for its dense, compact form and less brittle stems. 4’ tall and wide. Full sun. Deciduous
SKU #43933 ZONE: 5-10

NECTAR-RICH BLOOMS
SPARKLER® PINK PETITE
BUTTERFLY BUSH
Buddleja ‘1331’ PPAF
Selected for its dense, compact form and less brittle stems. 4’ tall and wide. Full sun. Deciduous
SKU #43922 ZONE: 5-10

SHOWY, SOFT-PINK FLOWERS
CHANSONETTE’S BLUSH CAMELLIA
Camellia sasanqua ‘Monchatb’ PPAF
Showy and low growing with soft-pink flowers fall to winter. Up to 3’ tall by 8’ wide. Full shade to filtered sun. A prized plant for milder regions. Evergreen
SKU #09494 ZONE: 7-9

EARLY, BRIGHT BLOOMS
SPRINGSHINE™ FORSYTHIA
Forsythia x ‘SMFXGP’ PP #31,531
Bright-yellow early spring blooms sheathe the stems from bottom to top on a compact, rounded shrub. Only 2’ tall, 3’ wide. Partial to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #40983 ZONE: 4-9

NORTHWEST STUNNER
CHAMPION HEBE
Hebe ‘Champseiont’ PP #14,866
This charming shrub for the Northwest features a compact, upright habit. 18” tall, 24” wide. Partial to full sun. Evergreen
SKU #42660 ZONE: 7-11

HEAT TOLERANT
PINK CANDY HEBE
Hebe ‘Tulpink’ PP #25,954
Provides year-round interest with glossy bronze-red foliage in winter. 18” tall, 24” wide. Partial to full sun. Evergreen
SKU #42662 ZONE: 7-11

WINTER BERRIES
PINK SYMPHONY™ SNOWBERRY
Symphoricarpos ‘Kolmasywhi’ PPAF
Crisp white berries are especially showy on the bare stems in winter. 4’ tall and wide. Partial to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #43209 ZONE: 3-7

LOVED BY BIRDS
WHITE SYMPHONY™ SNOWBERRY
Symphoricarpos ‘Kolmasywhi’ PPAF
Crisp white berries are especially showy on the bare stems in winter. 4’ tall and wide. Partial to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #43209 ZONE: 3-7
GORGEOUS VIOLET-BLUE BLOOMS
CHATEAU® DE VERSAILLES
ROSE OF SHARON
Hibiscus syriacus ‘Minsyblue9’
PP #31,152
Fast growing: 6’ tall, 4’ wide. Partial to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #40947 ZONE: 5-9

CLEAR WHITE BLOOMS WITH CRIMSON CENTERS
CHATEAU® DE CHANTILLY
ROSE OF SHARON
Hibiscus syriacus ‘Minsymacwhi’
PP #31,266
Fast growing: 6’ tall, 4’ wide. Partial to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #40950 ZONE: 5-9

LOVELY PINK BLOOMS WITH RASPBERRY CENTERS
CHATEAU® D’AMBOISE
ROSE OF SHARON
Hibiscus syriacus ‘Minsyripin3’
PP #31,304
Fast growing: 6’ tall, 4’ wide. Partial to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #40952 ZONE: 5-9

ROSY-PINK BLOOMS WITH DEEP RED CENTERS
CHATEAU® DE CHAMBORD
ROSE OF SHARON
Hibiscus syriacus ‘Minsyre10’
PP #31,305
Fast growing: 6’ tall, 4’ wide. Partial to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #40954 ZONE: 5-9

LATE-SEASON COLOR
RAZZLEBERRY™ HYDRANGEA
Hydrangea paniculata ‘Scoop’ PPAF
Exceptionally sturdy and compact. Large white flowers last all summer long, turning bright pink in the fall. The smaller size is makes this a wonderful addition to shrub borders. 4’ tall and wide. Partial to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #41081 ZONE: 4-9

PERFECT CUT FLOWER
STRAWBERRY SHAKE™ HYDRANGEA
Hydrangea paniculata ‘SMHPCW’
PP #28,699
Sturdy stems support large white panicles that mature to delicious pink. It is a showstopper in containers. 5’ tall, 4’ wide. Partial shade to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #41832 ZONE: 4-8

CREATIVE CONTAINER PLANT
CANDY APPLE™ HYDRANGEA
Hydrangea paniculata ‘SMHPMWFM’
PP #28,758
These show-stopping lime green flower clusters age to nearly pure white. Gorgeous in fresh or dried cut flower arrangements. Up to 4-5’ tall and wide. Full shade to filtered sun
SKU #41080 ZONE: 4-8

LOADS OF BLOOMS
GINGERSNAP™ POTENTILLA
Potentilla fruticosa ‘Hachapp’ PPAF
Gingersnap™ features flowers that do not fade and continue to appear throughout the summer. The blooms appear evenly from the top to the bottom of the shrub. Deer- and rabbit-resistant. 3’ tall and wide. Partial to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #44431 ZONE: 3-8

DEER-RESISTANT COLOR
CHEESEHEAD™ POTENTILLA
Potentilla fruticosa ‘SMPFMV’
PP #28,890
Gardeners in even the coldest zones can look forward to its bright golden-yellow blooms in spring. CheeseHead™ is compact, low-maintenance, and deer- and rabbit-resistant. 2’ tall and wide. Partial to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #40990 ZONE: 3-8

COMPACT AND ADAPTABLE
LIL’ FLIRT SPIREA
Spiraea japonica ‘SMSJMLA’
PP #30,591
This dwarf shrub pairs burgundy new foliage with deep-pink flowers in spring and again in summer. It is an adaptable plant that thrives even in compacted clay. 2’ tall and wide. Partial shade to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #41299 ZONE: 4-9

SPECTACULAR COLOR
LIL’ SIZZLE® SPIREA
Spiraea japonica ‘SMSJMLG’
PP #30,709
Featuring bright-orange new foliage and hot-pink flowers in spring and summer, this shrub is not easily overlooked. It tolerates full sun and poor, compacted soils. 2’ tall and wide. Partial shade to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #41300 ZONE: 4-9

HARDY AND COMPACT
WALBERTON’S® PLUMTASTIC SPIREA
Spiraea japonica ‘Walplum’ PPAF
Ideal for low-maintenance shrub borders, its flowers flush continuously from summer into fall and are offset by beautiful purple-flushed new foliage that ages to deep green. Only 16” tall and wide. Full sun. Deciduous
SKU #41834 ZONE: 4-9
Summerlasting® Crape Myrtles

SUMMER STANDOUTS, THESE CRAPE MYRTLES ADD LONG-LASTING BEAUTY TO LANDSCAPES.

Flowers appear earlier and extend through summer, providing nonstop color

Rich purple-black foliage highlights the colorful flowers

Ideal in beds and borders

Compact with excellent branching — perfect for shrub borders and small-space landscapes

Three summery colors

**Flowers appear earlier and extend through summer, providing nonstop color**

Rich purple-black foliage highlights the colorful flowers

**Pure White**

SUMMERLASTING® COCONUT CRAPE MYRTLE

Lagerstroemia indica ‘HOCH873’ PPAF

3’ tall and wide. Full sun. Deciduous

SKU #43918

ZONE: 7-10

**Earliest Flowering**

SUMMERLASTING® RASPBERRY CRAPE MYRTLE

Lagerstroemia indica ‘HOCH631’ PPAF

3’ tall and wide. Full sun. Deciduous

SKU #43916

ZONE: 7-10

**Loads of Blooms**

SUMMERLASTING® STRAWBERRY CRAPE MYRTLE

Lagerstroemia indica ‘266’ PPAF

3’ tall and wide. Full sun. Deciduous

SKU #43910

ZONE: 7-10

**Ideal in beds and borders**

Compact with excellent branching — perfect for shrub borders and small-space landscapes

Three summery colors
CREAMY-WHITE BERRIES
FLORALBERRY® CHAMPAGNE
ST. JOHN’S WORT
Hypericum x inodorum ‘KOLCHAM’ PPAP
This variety offers multi-season interest with spring flowers and showy berries into fall. Excellent disease resistance. 3’ tall and wide. Partial shade to full sun. Deciduous SKU #41802 ZONE: 5–9

BRIGHT YELLOW BERRIES
FLORALBERRY® CHARDONNAY
ST. JOHN’S WORT
Hypericum x inodorum ‘KOLCHAM’ PPAP
This variety offers multi-season interest with spring flowers and showy berries into fall. Excellent disease resistance. 3’ tall and wide. Partial shade to full sun. Deciduous SKU #41808 ZONE: 5–9

STRIKING RED BERRIES
FLORALBERRY® PINOT ST. JOHN’S WORT
Hypericum x inodorum ‘KOLPINOT’ PPAP
This variety offers multi-season interest with spring flowers and showy berries into fall. Excellent disease resistance. 3’ tall and wide. Partial shade to full sun. Deciduous SKU #41805 ZONE: 5–9

ROSE-PINK BERRIES
FLORALBERRY® ROSE ST. JOHN’S WORT
Hypericum x inodorum ‘KOLROS’ PPAP
This variety offers multi-season interest with spring flowers and showy berries into fall. Excellent disease resistance. 3’ tall and wide. Partial shade to full sun. Deciduous SKU #41798 ZONE: 5–9

RED-BACKED DARK GREEN
FOLIAGE AND RED BERRIES
FLORALBERRY® SANGRIA
ST. JOHN’S WORT
Hypericum x inodorum ‘KOLSAN’ PPAP
This variety offers multi-season interest with spring flowers and showy berries into fall above dark stems and foliage. Excellent disease resistance. 3’ tall and wide. Partial shade to full sun. Deciduous SKU #41801 ZONE: 5–9

SPRING STUNNER
ENCHANTED FOREST® GAY GOBLIN™ PIERIS
Pieris japonica ‘Cabernet’ PP #29,130
An elegant choice for dappled shade gardens, this Pieris produces pink pendant-shaped flower clusters that bloom from late winter into spring. Mass for a stunning show or line a fence. 7’ tall, 5’ wide. Partial sun. Evergreen SKU #04943 ZONE: 6–8

SENSATIONAL ACCENT SHRUB
ENCHANTED FOREST® RIVER NYMPH™ PIERIS
Pieris japonica ‘River Run’
Among the showiest Pieris varieties, it has huge clusters of showy buds that open to white, bell-shaped flowers. Red new foliage completes its appeal. Outstanding foundation or accent shrub. 6’ tall and wide. Partial sun. Evergreen SKU #05121 ZONE: 6–8

EARLY SPRING COLOR
ENCHANTED FOREST® IMPISH ELF™ PIERIS
Pieris japonica ‘Shy’ PP #26,290
One of the most elegant early-spring shrubs, its rosy-pink buds provide winter color before opening to bell-shaped flowers. Brick-red new foliage on deep-red stems extends its seasonal appeal. 5’ tall and wide. Partial sun. Evergreen SKU #04947 ZONE: 6–8

LONG-LASTING BLOOMS
ENCHANTED FOREST® SUNSPRITE™ PIERIS
Pieris japonica ‘Sincere’ PP #29,148
Clusters of dark rose-pink buds open in late winter to white blooms, that last over five weeks. Its glossy, fiery-red new foliage is not to be missed. Enjoy in the back of borders or as a hedge. 10’ tall and wide. Partial sun. Evergreen SKU #04948 ZONE: 6–8

FANTASTIC FRAGRANCE
LITTLE DARLING® LILAC
Syringa ‘SMSDTL’ PP #31,830
What could be better than a delightfully fragrant, compact lilac? One that blooms twice a year! Flowers heavily in spring, with a second, lighter autumn bloom. Tolerates mild, periodic drought when established. 4’ tall and wide. Full sun. Deciduous SKU #40992 ZONE: 4–8

ATTRACT BIRDS
SPARKLER® ARROWWOOD VIBURNUM
Viburnum dentatum ‘SMVDE’ PP #28,092
Here is a North American native with great fall color, white flowers, and blue-black berries that delight birds. It is ideal for every garden. 15’ tall and wide. Partial shade to full sun. Deciduous SKU #40995 ZONE: 4–9
How We Find New Plants

The drive and passion to discover new and improved plant varieties takes our plant hunters around the globe.

CEO JONATHAN PEDERSEN
Jonathan is responsible for some of the most significant plant introductions in the country in the past several years. A New Zealand native, he travels across the U.S. and the world, finding and working with top plant breeders. His goal is to provide the best new varieties to North American gardeners. His expert eye seeks out plants that provide solutions including longer bloom time, brighter colors, and improved hardiness and disease resistance. Jonathan’s passion for creating beautiful gardens drives his focus on discovering and improving the availability of the best plants.

NEW PLANTS MANAGER GEORGIA CLAY
Georgia brings a fresh new perspective on plant selection to Monrovia. Her energy and passion for plants is contagious, and the knowledge she shares with gardeners is inspiring. In her role with Monrovia, she puts each variety through its paces, making sure only the best are brought to market. Georgia innately understands why we garden and looks for plants that will enhance the joy and satisfaction of creating beautiful spaces.

DAN HINKLEY
Dan is a true plant explorer. He has traveled the world over, including far-flung places in Nepal, Central America, China, and Tasmania, in search of unique varieties for home gardeners. Monrovia is honored to partner with this award-winning horticulturist. From lush tropicals, to sensational foliage and showy flowers, the Dan Hinkley Plant Collection® brings the world to your garden. Dan’s plant hunting stories are the stuff of legend. Visit Monrovia.com to find out more about Dan Hinkley and his rare finds.
FABULOUS FOLIAGE

BRING AN EXTRA DIMENSION TO GARDEN DESIGN WITH FOLIAGE THAT OFFERS INTEREST, TEXTURE, AND ANOTHER LAYER OF BEAUTY.

MONROVIA®
Grow Beautifully

VELVET VIKING® JAPANESE MAPLE
COLORFUL CONIFER

**JAZZY JEWEL® ANDORRA JUNIPER**
 juniperus horizontalis 'MonGeo' PP #28,082

Wow! This evergreen features gold-splashed green foliage spring to fall, then purple-bronze needles with deeper gold variegation in winter. It is a showy groundcover for slopes and along driveways. 2’ tall, 6’ wide. Full sun. Evergreen
SKU #04968  ZONE: 3–9

EXCEPTIONALLY HARDY

**VELVET VIKING® JAPANESE MAPLE**
Acer palmatum var. dissectum 'Monfrick' PP #31,864

This Japanese maple offers deeply dissected red-purple foliage on a weeping dwarf tree. Exceptionally tough and cold tolerant. Provides striking fall color. 3’ tall, 5’ wide. Partial to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #03438  ZONE: 4–9

STURDY AND UPRIGHT

**INDIGO PEARL™ NEW ZEALAND FLAX**
Phormium tenax 'PKJFTB18' PP AF

Outstanding foliage with dark plum centers and creamy pink outer edges. The sturdy, stiff leaves stay upright for less flopping. Adds dramatic interest as an accent, specimen, or container plant. 4’ tall and wide. Full sun. Evergreen
SKU #44406  ZONE: 8–11

LOADS OF BLOOMS

**LA BARBE BLEUE™ BLUEBEARD**
Caryopteris x 'SMCIPG' PP #31,867

Showy golden foliage provides a vibrant backdrop for clusters of deep-blue flower spikes in late summer and autumn. Compact for containers and borders. 3’ tall and wide. Full sun. Deciduous
SKU #40981  ZONE: 5–9

SEASONAL INTEREST

**BUTTERSCOTCH BABY™ SPIREA**
Spiraea japonica 'Minspiz02' PPAF

Exceptionally compact with three seasons of color. Foliage is a beautiful, deep caramel color when first emerging in spring, and again in fall. Pink summer blooms attract pollinators. 18” tall, 24” wide. Full sun. Deciduous
SKU #43451  ZONE: 4–9

HARDY AND COMPACT

**COCO CHILL™ WEIGELA**
Weigela florida 'VBL1' PPAF

This compact shrub offers truly dark foliage and exceptional hardiness due to its Canadian parentage. Bright pink flowers are displayed on a neat, mounded form, spring to summer. 3’ tall and wide. Full sun. Deciduous
SKU #45085  ZONE: 4–8

IMPROVED CLASSIC

**DARKSTAR® PURPLE LEAF SAND CHERRY**
Prunus x cistena 'UCONNPC001' PP #29,375

An improvement on a tried-and-true favorite, this new variety features an upright, spreading habit, clean dark-red foliage, and charming single pink flowers. 5’ tall, 4’ wide. Partial shade to full sun
SKU #42328  ZONE: 3–9

COMPACT AND HARDY

**LITTLE JOKER® NINEBARK**
Physocarpus opulifolius 'Hoogi021' PP #27,986

Seemingly indestructible once established, this compact dwarf variety shows off burgundy stems, dark-purple foliage, and pink flowers. North American native that is excellent for pollinator gardens. 4’ tall and wide. Partial shade to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #42578  ZONE: 4–8

EXCEPTIONALLY HARDY

**VELVET VIKING™ JAPANESE MAPLE**
Acer palmatum var. dissectum 'Monfrick' PP #31,864

This Japanese maple offers deeply dissected red-purple foliage on a weeping dwarf tree. Exceptionally tough and cold tolerant. Provides striking fall color. 3’ tall, 5’ wide. Partial to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #03438  ZONE: 4–9

**BURGUNDY QUEEN® BOUGAINVILLEA**
Bougainvillea 'Monhar' PP AF

An exciting new color! Each flush of growth emerges dark burgundy followed by deep red bracts. Lush effect on arbors, trellises and spilling over fences. Stems to 30’ long. Full sun. Evergreen in frost-free areas
SKU #43863  ZONE: 10–11

**COCO CHILL™ WEIGELA**
Weigela florida 'VBL1' PPAF

This compact shrub offers truly dark foliage and exceptional hardiness due to its Canadian parentage. Bright pink flowers are displayed on a neat, mounded form, spring to summer. 3’ tall and wide. Full sun. Deciduous
SKU #45085  ZONE: 4–8

**LA BARBE BLEUE™ BLUEBEARD**
Caryopteris x 'SMCIPG' PP #31,867

Showy golden foliage provides a vibrant backdrop for clusters of deep-blue flower spikes in late summer and autumn. Compact for containers and borders. 3’ tall and wide. Full sun. Deciduous
SKU #40981  ZONE: 5–9

**INDIGO PEARL™ NEW ZEALAND FLAX**
Phormium tenax 'PKJFTB18' PP AF

Outstanding foliage with dark plum centers and creamy pink outer edges. The sturdy, stiff leaves stay upright for less flopping. Adds dramatic interest as an accent, specimen, or container plant. 4’ tall and wide. Full sun. Evergreen
SKU #44406  ZONE: 8–11

**BUTTERSCOTCH BABY™ SPIREA**
Spiraea japonica 'Minspiz02' PPAF

Exceptionally compact with three seasons of color. Foliage is a beautiful, deep caramel color when first emerging in spring, and again in fall. Pink summer blooms attract pollinators. 18” tall, 24” wide. Full sun. Deciduous
SKU #43451  ZONE: 4–9

**DARKSTAR® PURPLE LEAF SAND CHERRY**
Prunus x cistena 'UCONNPC001' PP #29,375

An improvement on a tried-and-true favorite, this new variety features an upright, spreading habit, clean dark-red foliage, and charming single pink flowers. 5’ tall, 4’ wide. Partial shade to full sun
SKU #42328  ZONE: 3–9

**LITTLE JOKER® NINEBARK**
Physocarpus opulifolius 'Hoogi021' PP #27,986

Seemingly indestructible once established, this compact dwarf variety shows off burgundy stems, dark-purple foliage, and pink flowers. North American native that is excellent for pollinator gardens. 4’ tall and wide. Partial shade to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #42578  ZONE: 4–8
ROSES

BEAUTY THAT STANDS IN A CLASS OF ITS OWN, NOW UPDATED FOR UNMATCHED PERFORMANCE.
Grace N’ Grit™ Shrub Roses

THESE ROMANTIC ROSES GROW WITH THE EASE OF FLOWERING SHRUBS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GLOWING PINK</th>
<th>CLEAR YELLOW BLOOMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GRACE N’ GRI T™ PINK SHRUB ROSE</strong></td>
<td><strong>GRACE N’ GRI T™ YELLOW SHRUB ROSE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rosa ‘Meicerafyn’ PP #31,069</em></td>
<td><em>Rosa ‘Radmonyel’ PP #30,571</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5’ tall, 4’ wide. Full sun. Deciduous</td>
<td>5’ tall, 4’ wide. Full sun. Deciduous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKU #42116</td>
<td>SKU #42119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZONE: 4-9</strong></td>
<td><strong>ZONE: 4-9</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRIKING COLOR</th>
<th>CONTAINER OR LANDSCAPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GRACE N’ GRI T™ PINK BICOLOR SHRUB ROSE</strong></td>
<td><strong>GRACE N’ GRI T™ RED SHRUB ROSE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rosa ‘Meizygglie’ PP #30,844</em></td>
<td><em>Rosa ‘Meizygglie’ PP #31,077</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5’ tall, 4’ wide. Full sun. Deciduous</td>
<td>5’ tall, 4’ wide. Full sun. Deciduous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKU #42123</td>
<td>SKU #42124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZONE: 4-9</strong></td>
<td><strong>ZONE: 4-9</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Self-cleaning and own-root
Bloom early summer to autumn
Grow well in heat and humidity, and hot, dry summers

Strong stems are perfect for cutting
Proven to thrive coast-to-coast
5 feet tall and 4 feet wide: Ideal for landscapes, gardens and containers
ENJOY THE BEAUTY OF ROSES AS A CAREFREE GROUNDCOVER.

Beautiful, lightly fragrant flowers
Rounded habit to 3 feet tall
Blooms nonstop early summer to autumn

Excellent disease resistance
Self-cleaning and own-root
Outstanding “filler” plant in large containers

**RUFFLY AND REGAL**
NITTY GRITTY™ RED ROSE
*Rosa* x ‘RUIRIO023A’ PPaf
Fast growing; 3’ tall, 4’ wide. Partial to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #42047
ZONE: 4-9

**DARK, BOLD BLOOMS**
NITTY GRITTY™ PINK ROSE
*Rosa* x ‘RUIRIO125A’ PPaf
Fast growing; 3’ tall, 4’ wide. Partial to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #42230
ZONE: 4-9

**CLASSIC VERSATILITY**
NITTY GRITTY™ WHITE ROSE
*Rosa* ‘BOKRARUISP’ PPaf
Fast growing; 3’ tall, 4’ wide. Partial to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #42041
ZONE: 4-9

**LUMINESCENT COLOR**
NITTY GRITTY™ PEACH ROSE
*Rosa* x ‘RUIRIO091A’ PPaf
Fast growing; 3’ tall, 4’ wide. Partial to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #42052
ZONE: 4-9

**SUNNY BLOOMS**
NITTY GRITTY™ YELLOW ROSE
*Rosa* x ‘RUIRIO109A’ PPaf
Fast growing; 3’ tall, 4’ wide. Partial to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #42229
ZONE: 4-9
EDIBLES

HOMEGROWN HARVESTS AND BEAUTIFUL ORNAMENTAL STRUCTURE COMBINE FOR MORE ABUNDANT GARDENS.

MONROVIA
Grow Beautifully

BOUNTIFUL™ DELIGHT BLUEBERRY
Zestful™ Grapes

GROW COMMERCIAL QUALITY TABLE GRAPES IN YOUR OWN BACKYARD.

Fast growing vines
Seedless fruit
Well-suited for warmer regions

Continued trials may prove additional hardiness
Three delicious varieties

LARGE CLUSTERS OF GOLDEN GREEN GRAPES
ZESTFUL™ GOLDEN CHALICE GRAPE
Vitis 'IFG Twenty-eight' PP #30,089
Climbs to 25' each year. Full sun. Deciduous.
SKU #41548
ZONE: 7-9

ELONGATED GREEN GRAPES
ZESTFUL™ WATERFALL GRAPE
Vitis 'IFG Twenty-nine' PP #29,651
Climbs to 25' each year. Full sun. Deciduous.
SKU #41549
ZONE: 7-9

FLAVORFUL RED GRAPES
ZESTFUL™ GOLDEN CHALICE GRAPE
Vitis 'IFG Twenty-seven' PP #29,963
Climbs to 25' each year. Full sun. Deciduous.
SKU #41550
ZONE: 7-9
Other Edibles

SELF POLLINIZING
KIWI MAGIC® KIWI COMBINATION
Actinidia chinensis 'Tomuri' (Male)
Actinidia chinensis 'Vincent' (Female).
A vigorous vine with a fruiting female and a male pollinizer in the same container. Needs little winter chill; ideal for milder climates. Stems to 25' long. Partial to full sun. Deciduous
SKU #08564
ZONE: 7-9

COMPACT AND THORNLESS
SUPERLICIOUS™ BLACKBERRY
Rubus x 'A-2500T' PPAF
A thornless dwarf bursting with large, juicy berries in summer! Fruits more reliably than similar varieties. Compact habit is perfect for pots. In most regions, this will produce twice in one season. 4' tall and wide. Full sun. Deciduous
SKU #44033
ZONE: 4-10

SELF-FERTILE
SWEET N’ SOLO™ KIWI
Actinidia delicosa 'Renact' PP #23,457
The only high-quality fruiting kiwi we have found that is self-fertile, this vigorous vine produces juicy fruits on a single plant once established. It typically fruits within three years. Sweet N’ Solo™ is positively perfect for a trellis, pergola or south-facing wall. Climbs to 16' Full sun. Deciduous
SKU #41463
ZONE: 7-9

A SOUTHERN BLUEBERRY
BOUNTIFUL™ DELIGHT BLUEBERRY
Vaccinium corymbosum 'ZF06-051' PP 29,437
An excellent blueberry for warm climates, this selection features outstanding heat tolerance and only 300 to 500 hours of chill. It fruits early to midseason, bearing aromatic, sweet berries. Its new growth emerges with red tones, adding ornamental appeal. 3' tall and wide. Full sun. Deciduous
SKU #09740
ZONE: 8-10
EVERGREEN ACCENTS

STANDOUT SELECTIONS
THAT CREATE MOOD AND ELEVATE THEIR SURROUNDINGS.

MONROVIA®
Grow Beautifully
STAYS COMPACT
JADE WAVES™ FERNSPRAY FALSE CYPRESS
Chamaecyparis obtusa ‘MonYur’ PP #29,503
This elegant and distinctive evergreen features curved limbs and fern-like foliage. The pyramidal form is perfect for large planters or as an entryway accent. 8' tall, 4' wide. Full sun. Evergreen
SKU #07228
ZONE: 4-8

SILVERY FOLIAGE
GUARDIAN® INDIGO CYPRESS
Cupressus x ‘RutCup’ PPAF
This evergreen offers a magnificent upright form and stunning silvery blue-green foliage. Notable disease resistance makes it a winner. 18' tall, 14' wide; larger with age. Full sun. Evergreen
SKU #00888
ZONE: 6-9

COLORFUL CONIFER
SUNBURST™ BLACK HILLS SPRUCE
Picea glauca var. densata ‘MonChet’ PPAF
Dense, compact habit with an added burst of color from bright yellow new growth. A dramatic evergreen for groupings, windbreaks, or screening. Very resistant to winter injury. 30' tall, 15' wide. Partial to full sun. Evergreen
SKU #06844
ZONE: 2-8

COMPACT CLASSIC
JEANGENIE™ COLORADO BLUE SPRUCE
Picea pungens ‘MONEVA’ PPAF
The beauty of Colorado Blue Spruce on a slower-growing plant, perfect for smaller landscapes. A handsome pyramidal form with a denser growth habit and bright blue needles. 15' tall, 8' wide. Partial to full sun. Evergreen
SKU #00271
ZONE: 2-8

EYE-CATCHING COLOR
ANDEAN GOLD™ AUSTRIAN PINE
Pinus nigra ‘MONMEL’
Slower growing and more compact with showy yellow new growth that ages to light green. Tolerates poor soils, and harsh, drying winds. Great for windbreaks or as a specimen. 30' tall, 15' wide. Full sun. Evergreen
SKU #00273
ZONE: 4-8

BEAUTIFUL SPECIMEN
GOLDEN DUKE® EASTERN HEMLOCK
Tsuga canadensis ‘MonJers’ PP #27,468
A superb specimen with glowing foliage on graceful arching branches. Improved sun tolerance over other gold hemlocks. Bright yellow-orange winter color. Slow growing; 10' tall, 3' wide. Partial to full sun. Evergreen
SKU #00265
ZONE: 4-8

FIND A GARDEN CENTER
Monrovia is honored to work with so many trusted garden centers to bring our plants to gardeners throughout the U.S. and Canada. We rely on these local experts to select the best varieties for their climates and clientele, keep our plants growing beautifully, and guide and advise homeowners on how to select and care for their new plants.

We help shoppers connect with garden centers through our Find a Garden Center tool at the top of every page at Monrovia.com. Simple but robust search tools pinpoint stores in their area and provide complete contact and navigation information.

We also offer easy Zip code searches on every plant information page, allowing gardeners to see a list of suggested garden centers in their area.
EVERGREENS FOR STRUCTURE

TIMELESS AND STEADFAST, THESE SELECTIONS OFFER BOTH A STRONG FOUNDATION AND FINISHING FLOURISH TO THE LANDSCAPE.

MONROVIA®
Grow Beautifully
**FALL COLOR SWEETMAROON™ MYRTLE**
*Myrurus communis* ‘Monfazer’ PPAF

A compact, tightly branched shrub with glossy foliage that turns bright red in fall. Spring brings fragrant white flowers. A drought-tolerant option for low hedges or foundation plantings. 4’ tall, 6’ wide. Full sun. Evergreen
SKU #42174 ZONE: 3-8

**NORTH AMERICAN NATIVE REJOICE COAST LEUCOTHOE**
*Leucothoe axillaris* ‘Rejoyce’ PPAF

Here is a fine North American native alternative to boxwood or holly. It features reddish new foliage, white flowers, and brilliant winter color. It is lovely naturalized in woodland gardens. 3’ tall and wide. Partial sun. Evergreen
SKU #41101 ZONE: 6-9

**NEVER DULL LITTLE RICK™ MUGO PINE**
*Pinus mugo* ‘MonJaw’ PP #32,350

A gem among mugo pines, this compact, dense variety stays a lovely green throughout the winter. Adds an evergreen contrast and textural variation to perennial borders or shrub beds. Low maintenance and easy to grow. 5’ tall and wide. Full sun
SKU #08183 ZONE: 4-9

**SEASON-LONG INTEREST JADE ENCHANTRESS® CHERRY LAUREL**
*Prunus laurocerasus* ‘Monarone’ PP #31,107

Gardeners can enjoy year-round interest from its glossy leaves, then take in its fragrant, creamy-white flower spikes and ornamental fruit. Only 3’ tall, 6’ wide. Evergreen. Partial shade to partial sun
SKU #04824 ZONE: 6-9

**NATURALLY CONICAL RUBY COLONNADE® HOLLY**
*Llex x comnata* ‘RutHol5’ PPAF

A nonfruiting male holly, it is evergreen and has a dense pyramidal form that creates a superb hedge, screen, or windbreak. Quite tolerant of shearing for use as topiary or formal accents. 12’ tall, 6’ wide. Full sun. Evergreen
SKU #41514 ZONE: 7-9

**ELEVATED EVERGREEN BURLY BLUE™ JUNIPER**
*Juniperus scopulorum* ‘MonOliver’ PPAF

Offering more refined blue-grey foliage color and a denser habit than older varieties; Burly Blue™ Juniper is ideal fronting shrub borders, as a specimen, or as a low-maintenance, large-scale groundcover. 2’ tall, 8’ wide. Full sun. Evergreen
SKU #41303 ZONE: 4-7

**DENSE GROWTH UPSTANDING™ EMERALD ARBORVITAE**
*Thuja occidentalis* ‘SMTOM1’ PPAF

Naturally pyramidal with yellow-tipped foliage that doesn’t burn in the sun. Spring growth has a touch of orange coloring. Perfect on its own as a colorful accent or grouped to form a hedge. 15’ tall, 8’ wide. Full sun. Evergreen
SKU #41304 ZONE: 4-7

**CREATE A COLORFUL HEDGE UPSTANDING™ GOLD ARBORVITAE**
*Thuja occidentalis* ‘SMTOM1’ PPAF

Deep green foliage is tightly held to form a dense, pyramidal evergreen. The compact, spirie-like growth is perfect grouped to form a hedge or screen. A tough variety that is somewhat shade tolerant. 15’ tall, 8’ wide. Full sun. Evergreen
SKU #41303 ZONE: 4-7

**SHOP ONLINE**

Shop Monrovia gives gardeners the best of both worlds – the widest selection of the highest quality plants online today and personal connections to local garden center experts. Powerful search features on our website and a vast selection of trees, shrubs, vines, perennials, houseplants, and edibles allow gardeners to find and order the perfect plant. From there, our Craftsmen grow them to our full Monrovia size and quality standards and ship in prime condition to a local garden center for in-store or curbside pick up. Beautifully grown plants plus local advice and inspiration helps gardens—and gardeners—thrive.

“I love your website... we use it year-round to figure out what variety and size trees, flowers or shrubs to buy for our Zone and in certain settings. Also love ordering through your site for local pick up!”

– Meagan S., Shop Monrovia customer
Our Craftsmen’s expertise is on full display in our signature topiary collection. Our topiaries may be hand-crafted for eight years or more before they are perfect enough to deliver to a garden center.

In the garden, a Monrovia topiary is a creative and commanding focal point. They are the difference between an ordinary yard and a well-crafted garden space.

We offer a varied collection of topiary shapes, made from our best, most reliable varieties, to allow gardeners to best express their individuality and enhance their garden’s particular beauty.
A Quick Topiary Guide

Asian Pompon
Globe
Serpentine
Cone
Spiral
2-Ball Poodle
Cube
3-Ball Poodle
Pyramid Flattop
PomPon
Diamond Espalier
Double Spiral
Espalier
Spiral-Ball
Bonsai
Patio Tree